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Abstract. The ternary phase diagram in the Ni-Al-V system is studied using three dimensional atom probe 
(3DAP) analyses and numerical calculations using a mean-field model. Our focus is on the Ni-rich comer of the 
isothermal section at 800°C of the ternary phase diagram, where disordered f.c.c. matrix coexists with the Liz and 
DC& ordered phases. Both the experimental measurements and numerical calculations showed that the equilibrium 
compositions of the coexisting phases are quite different from those predicted by published phase diagrams. It is 
demonstrated that the aluminium and vanadium compositions in the Ll2 phase are approximately the same, and 
there is more aluminium in the disordered matrix than that indicated in the existing phase diagram. A possible 
explanation of this disagreement is discussed. 

Introduction 

The understanding of thermodynamics and phase diagrams in multicomponent systems is fundamental and 
essential in materials science. The knowledge of the equilibrium state at a given temperature is the starting point in 
the description of any phenomena or process. 

This work is part of a more extensive project aiming at studying the transformation paths in NiAlV system by 
atom probe analyses and numerical simulations. As shown previously [1,2], the Ni-Al-V ternary phase diagram 
(tig.1) contains a three phase region at 8OOT in which the disordered phase y (fig. 2a) coexists with two ordered 
phases, namely y’ (NijAl, fig. 2b) which has an Ll2 structure and 8 (NisV, fig. 2c) with the Do= structure. 

The kinetics of y++8 transformation was investigated by Chen et al. [3] and Bendersky et al [4]. However, 
they focused only on the pseudo-binary section of the phase diagram. We are systematically investigating the 
kinetics of compositional clustering and ordering in the ternary NiAlV system using the three dimensional atom 
probe (3DAP), microscopic mean field approaches, and Monte Carlo simulations [5]. In this paper we focus on the 
thetmodynamics, namely, the equilibrium states in the three-phase region. 

Isothermal cross sections of the phase diagram in Ni-Al-V were previously reported both experimentally 
and theoretically [1,2,5]. However, some discrepancies on the solubility limits of phases were shown recently to 
exist using 3DAP. One of the goals of this work is to understand the discrepancies and to validate a set of potentials 
which will be used in our kinetics modeling. 

A mean field approach is used to calculate the equilibrium concentrations of the three coexisted phases at a 
given temperature. Ising Hamiltonian is written in terms of the amplitudes of static concentration waves related to 
both Ll2 and Do22 ordered structures as proposed by Khachaturyan [6]. Effective pair interactions used by Chen in a 
previous work [3] are used. The numerical results are compared to atom probe data and published diagrams. 
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matrix FCC = y 

Ni,V= 8 

FIG.1 

Isothermal section at 800°C of the ternary NiAlV phase diagram [2]. The cross corresponds to the composition of 
the alloy investigated by 3DAP @Ii-7at.% Al-14Sat.%V). 

@ correspond to tbe solubility limits measured by Jia et al [ 131. 
l correspond to tbe solubility limits measured by 3DAP in the three phase alloy and 
0 correspond to the calculated solubility limits. 
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FIG.2 

The crystal structure of the 2a - disordered matrix, 2b- Llr superstructure and 2c- DOzz superstructure. 

Experimental results 

The 3DAF’, developed at the University of Rouen, France, provides three-dimensional maps of chemical 
heterogeneities in a metallic material on a subnanometric scale [7-91. 3DAP is based on the field evaporation of 
atoms from the specimen surface. The high electric field required to evaporate atoms from the surface is obtained by 
applying a high positive voltage (VelOkV) to a sample prepared in form of a very sharp tip (curvature radius = 50 
mn). In order to generate reliable composition data, the tip is maintained at 40K. The sample is placed under high 
vacuum conditions (lo-’ Pa). Surface atoms are evaporated by electric pulses (= 19% of VO ) superimposed on Ve. 
Then, the nature of the ions evaporated from the tip surface is known by time-of-flight mass spectrometry. A multi- 
impact spatial detector is used to determine the co-ordinates of ion impacts. The initial position of ions at the 
specimen surface is derived from a simple point projection law. The field evaporation of successive atomic layers in 
continuous way allows to reconstruct the analysed volume. The overall lateral spatial resolution at the sample 
surface is close to 0.3 mn whereas the depth resolution makes it possible to image low index planes. 

We applied this technique to measure the equilibrium compositions of tbe Liz, D&a and disordered f.c.c. 
phases in the NiAlV ternary system. Specimens with 7at.% of Al and 14.5at.% of V were prepared from <OOl> 
oriented single crystals at tbe ONERA (Of&e National d’Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales). After 
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homogenisation at 1300°C for 3h and quench into iced-brine, the samples were heat-treated at 800°C for lh and 24 
h. These treatments were immediately followed by a water quench. 

By an appropriate choice of the analysis site, it is possible to image the chemical order in L12 precipitates 
and in two of the three orientation variants of the Do22 precipitates. The chemical order is revealed either by the 

basic staking sequence of Al-rich (or V-rich) and Aldepleted (or V-depleted) (001) planes in the y’ (or 8) phase or 
by the presence of (024) V planes in 8 precipitates. Figures 3a and 3b show the three-dimensional distribution of 
vanadium and aluminium atoms, respectively. For clarity, only a small slice (15x15~50 mn3) of the analysed 
volume is represented. The visualisation of chemical order and the measurements of local composition make it 
possible to clearly distinguish the different phases. 

(001) 
direction 

y-variant of 8 phase 

(021) 
direction 

z-variant of Cl phase 

l Vanadium l Alumiainm 

a) 

FIG.3 

b) 

Three-dimensional Al (a) and vanadium (b) maps for Ni-7S%Al-14.5%V single crystal aged for lh at 800°C 
(V=15x15x50 nm3). Each dot represents one vanadium or aluminium atom, respectively. 

A composition depth profile that was derived from figure 3 is shown in figure 4. The 8 phase contains the 
highest concentration of vanadium while the -r’ phase has the highest Al concentration. The compositions of 0, y’ 
and y measured by 3DAp are given in table 1. We found no significant differences in the results obtained from the 
samples aged for lh and for 24h at 800°C. Therefore, we are quite confident that these values correspond to the 
equilibrium ones. They are compared, table 1, to the compositions deduced from the existing NiAlV phase diagram. 
Within uncertainties, the composition we obtained for the DO22 is in good agreement with the existing phase 
diagram. The measured compositions of phase are also close to those determined from the existing phase diagram. 
However, the compositions of the Ll2 phase are quite different from the phase diagram. We found higher 
concentration of vanadium in the Ll2 phase than that described by the phase diagram. In spite of some possible 
artifacts inherent to the technique [9], the measured values strongly suggest that the NiAlV isothermal section at 
800°C for the existing phase diagram needs to be modified. 
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FIG.4 
nickel concentration profiles through the interfaces of the disordered f.c.c. phase and 

TABLE 1 
Equilibrium compositions of the y, y’ and 0 phases from 3DAP, numerical calculations using the mean-field model, 
and from a previously published ternary phase diagram. 

Microscopic Mean-Field Model 

To evaluate the equilibrium composition of coexistent phases, we need the total Hehnhohz free energy of each 
one. In the mean field model with the single site approximation, the free energy F for the ternary system is given by 

t31: 

F = - $ c [V,, (i - i’)P, (F)P,(i’) + VK (i - i’)P, (F)Pc (i’) + 
, ,a 

VK (F - ?‘)P, (F)Pc (F’)l + R,TC [PA (F) ln( P, (7)) + P, (7) ln( P,(F)) + 

(l- P,(F)- P,(F)) In(l- PA(F): Pa(F))] (1) 

where ka is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, the distribution functions PA(r) and Ps(r’) represent the 
probabilities of finding an A and B atom at given lattice site r or r’, respectively, 
and 

v,, (i - 7’) = WY, (7 - 7’) + Fvy, (F - 7’) - 2w,, (Tt - 7’) 

v, (F - F') = W,(r' - F')+ Wy,(r' - 7')- 2W,,(r' - F') 
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v,, (F - ?I) = W”” (F - F’) + w, (F - F’) - 2Fv”, (F - F’) 

in which W&r-r’) are the pairwise interaction energies between a pair of atoms, a and p (=A,B or C), at lattice site 
r and r’. 

We can describe the atomic distribution in the ternary compound by only two distribution functions since the 
occupation probabilities PA(r), Pa(r) and PC(r) for A, B and C atoms, respectively, are not independent. They must 
satisfy the identity: 

P,(?)+P,(i)+P,(F)=l 

To determine the distribution timctions PA(r) and Pa(r) and describe disorder-order transitions, we use the 
concentration waves approach firstly proposed by Khachaturyan [6]. In this approach the distribution tinction can 
be represented as a superposition of static concentration waves: 

p(i) = c + fc rl,C I(r,(j,)exp( iz,, i) + y:(i,)exp( -iij,7)] 
i. 

(3) 

where c is the composition, exp(ikjsr) is a static concentration wave with the wave vectors kl, which describe the 
ordered superstructure (index j, denote the wave vectors in the first Brillouin zone of the star, s), qS is a long range 
order parameter which is equal to zero in a disordered state and unity in a fully ordered state, and r&) are 
coefficients that determine the symmetry of the occupation probabilities P(r) (the symmetry of the superstructure). 
The summation in eq. (3) is carried out over all vectors, &}, of the star, s. In general case, the star {k} contains 
several wave vectors klS, k2*, . . .,k,. All these vectors can be obtained from one vector (for example, ki,) by all the 
symmetry operations in the point-symmetry group of the disordered solution lattice. 

The Ll2 ordered structure is shown in fig.2b. This structure is generated by wave vector 

k, =(k,~,k,,R,)=(2rrha;,2lrko;,2nha;) (4) 

with a1 ,a2 and a3 bein 
respectively, and 1 al 

the unit reciprocal lattice vectors of the f.c.c. lattice along [lOO],[OlO] and [OOI] directions, 

lg=la21=lasl- -l/w (a~ is the lattice parameter of the f.c.c. lattice and h,k, and 1 are integers). 
Using the static concentration wave method the distribution functions PA(r) and Ps(r), for an Ll2 ordered 

structure, can be written: 

P,(r)=c,(l+Me bf.x + g*Y + e2”)) 

P,(i) = C,(l+fl,,(ezX” +e2@” +e2”“)) (5) 

where CA and ca are the average composition of A and B in the ternary Ni-Al-V compound, II IA and ~1s are the long 
-range order parameters for two type of the atoms, x, y and z are the f.c.c. lattice site coordinates (integers or half- 
integers). The distribution (5) assumes only two value C+~C?JI and c-CQI on all lattice sites. Substituting eq.(5) into 
the general free energy expression eq.( 1) yields immediately the free energy of the Ll2 ordered phase per atom: 

FW,) = +x~) + V”,(Q - vABmcAcg + v,,c6)c: + v”,(6)c:]+ ($2”c:v”c(i, 

+t7:~~~~BC~~l~+fl,A~,B~A~B~~BC~~l~+~”C~~,~-~AB~~,~~1+ 

(~)[c,(1+3th*)ln(c,(1+3tl,,))+~.(1+3rl,,)ln(c,(1+3~,~))+(1-~~(1+3~,~)-~~(1+3~,~)) 
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where V&O) and V,p(kr) are the values of the Fourier transform of V,,(r) at k = 0 and k = kr. In general case the 
Fourier transform of interatomic pairwaise energy W(r) is 

Using a fourth nearest-neighbor interatomic model, for an f.c.c. lattice in the disordered phase V&O) is given by 

V, (6) = 12 V$ + 6V,; + SV$ + 24 V,,; (7) 

In the case of an ordered Lr2 phase the V,s(kr) can be written as 

V, (i,) = -4V; + 6V,f, - Sk’; + 12 V; (8) 

In eq.(7) and (8) V,p’, V,p2, V,p3 and V,p4 are the first, second, - 
third and forth-nearest neighbor effective 

interchange interaction parameters between a and p atoms, respecttvely. 
The DO22 ordered structure is shown in fig.2c. This structure is generated by two wave vectors 

/C2 = 2i, = 2n(2a; + a;, 

#C, = n(2a; + a;) 

The distribution functions for DO22 ordered phases can be written in the form 

(9) 

PA(F) = cA(l + ~71Ae2ni’2r+z) + 2r],, cos x(2x + z)) 

P,(F) = c, (1 + q,,e2niC*‘+z) + 2~~~ cos x(2x + z)) (10 ) 

where n2A, nra, r)sA and r\3a are the long-range order parameters related to wave vectors k2 and k3. These 
distribution functions take three values, c+cn2+2cnr, c + cn2 - 2cn3 and c-032. Substituting eq. (10) into eq.(l) 
gives the free energy of the DO22 ordered phase 

F(DO 22) = ;KV,c (6) + V,, (6) - VA, (W,c, + v.9, ca,c: + v,c (Q: I+ +:rl:v,, Cl,) + 

c:‘7:8v,, (k,) + cBc”v2,4~*s(v,, Cl,) + v.4, (Z,) - v,, (E,)) + 2c:ll:“v,, Cl,) + 2c;ti:,v,, Cl,) + 

2C,C,77,,~,,(V,, (<,I + v.4, (i,) - v,, CC,)) ++Jl+rl2” + 277,,)Mc,U + 82” + 283AN + 

c&4 (1 + VZB + 217,a)ln(c,(l + vz8 + 213,) + (I- C” Cl+ v2rl + W,” I- CB (1 + 772s + 273s 1 

Ml - c,V+ vzA + 2vjA 1 - cB (1 + vzB + WJs N + cA (1 + 72A - ZV,~) 14 cA (1 + vza - 2~7,~ N + 
cs(*+712.¶ -2~3s)Mc,(1+vzn -2rl,,))+(l-c,(l+rl2.4 -%J,,4)-cs(1+9zs -QMN 

Wl- CRC1 + 112A - 2rl3”) - CB (1 + 72s - h,, 111 + ~[cd(l-f12”)ln(c”(l-o,,))+ cso-fl2,) 

In(c,(l-~ls))+(l-~A(1-~2A)-~B(1-~ls))~(l-~A(1-f124)-~B(1-tl28))1 (11) 

where V&k,) is 

V, (i,) = -4V,:, + 25; - SV,; - 4V,; (12 ) 

Note that kr vector is the same as kr in a Ll2 structure. 
In the disordered high-temperature phase the long-range order parameter equal zero by definition and the free 
energy of this phase can be written as 
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F(disordered) = +[(Y,,(G) + V,,(6) - VA,(@) clcs + V,,(G)c,’ + V,,(C)c:] + k,T’(c, lnc, + 

c, lnc, +(1-c” -c,)lntJ-c, -c,)) (13) 

In order to calculate the free energy of each phases, the interatomic interchange energy must be estimated. 
We chose the same interaction parameters which were used for the computer simulation of atomic ordering in the 
pseudobinary Ni3Al-N&V system [3]. They are assumed to be: for Ni and Al interaction (mewatom), Vi=122.30, 
Vr=6.0, Vr=16.58 and V4=-6.82; for Ni and V interaction, Vi=107.2, Vr=-32.0, V3=-9.6 and V4=-12.8; and for Al 
and V interaction, V&0.0, Vr=-30.0, V3=-80.0 and V4=-0.0. These values are closed to those derived by Caudron 
et al. [9] from diffusion scattering experiment and to those which were determined by Monte Carlo simulations [5]. 
The free energies of the ordered Liz and DO22 phases as a function of composition at given temperature can be 
evaluated by minimizing equations (6) and (11) with respect to the order parameters. Finally, the binary phase 
diagrams can be obtained numerically by the common tangent construction. The calculated and experimental binary 
phase diagrams for Ni-Al and Ni-V systems are shown in Fig. 5a and Fig.Sb. It can be seen that a reasonably good 
fit is obtained for the phase boundaries between disordered and the mixture of disordered and ordered phases for 
both phase diagrams. However, for Ni-Al system the tit is as not as good as for Ni-V system. The phase boundary 
of the Llr structure is shifted to higher concentration of Ni. In spite of this, the kinetics of atomic ordering in 
pseudobinary N&Al-N&V system gives a good agreement with experimental observations [4]. Therefore, we chose 
the same interaction energy to evaluate the ternary phase diagram. 
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a) Experimental binary phase diagram for Ni-Al alloy [ 121, b) Experimental binary phase diagram for Ni-V alloy 

[W. 
l corresponds to the calculated solubility limits. 

Numerical results 

To determine the equilibrium compositions of phases in the ternary systems, the tangent plane to three free 
energy surfaces has to be constructed. The free energy F(c) of the Liz and DO22 ordered phases was obtained by 
minimization of equations (6) and (11) with respect to their long range order parameters and the free energy of the 
disordered phase was calculated from equation (13). The surfaces of the free energy may be drawn on the vertical 
sides of a prismatic model formed by vertical free energy axes from the horizontal composition triangle. The 
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common tangent line, which defines the equilibrium in a binary system, is replaced by a tangent plane for ternary 
alloys. 

Let us define the points of contact of the tangent plane with the three free energy surfaces as 01,02 and Or. To 
construct this tangent plane we have to find the equation of a tangent plane to each surface of the free energy. The 
tangent plane to one surface, determined by a function Fi(c*,cs), can be define as 

A’@: -c:,)+B’(c:, -C~o)+(F’(CArCB)-Fi(cfio,c~o)+Di =o 

where the coefftcients A,B and D are given by 

A’ = aF’(c:,c:,) 
ac: 

C;=& 

c;-c:. 
& = aFi(c:,c;) 

acg 
c: =c;o 
CL=& 

here cAi and cai are the points where the plane is in contact with the free energy surface, index i labels the three 
phases (i=1,2,3). To find the common tangent plane for the three free energy surfaces, which corresponds to the free 
energy of the Llr, DO2 and disordered hase, the coefftcients A,B and D for all three tangent planes should be 
equal, The conditions Ais=AL’z=Ano22, Bg%BL12=Bno22 and DdiS=DL’2=Dno22 give the three points which determine 
the triangle on the isothermal section of the ternary diagram at given temperature where the three phases coexist. 
Tangent planes to two free energy surfaces generate tie-lines which define the equilibrium compositions of two 
phases. The full ternary phase diagram is generated by rotating the tangent plane over the free energy surfaces. 

Experimental and calculated phase diagrams at 8OO“C are shown in figure 1. Table 1 gives a comparison of the 
experimental data derived from atom-probe analyses and the data generated by the mean field model. It is seen that 
the equilibrium compositions of the Llr, DO22 and disordered phases calculated from our model are in good 
agreement with an experimental results obtained by 3DAP analyses. 

Discussion 

The ternary NiAlV alloy is a complicated system where two ordered and one disordered phases coexist at 
certain temperature and composition ranges. It is difficult to study this system experimentally. In a ternary alloy 
microstructure, the disordered phase is localized between the different variants of the same ordered phase or 
between the precipitates of different phases. 

Using the 3DAP technique, the local compositions of each species in the ternary Ni7s.sAlrV14.5 alloy have been 
determined. Our experimental data strongly suggest that the composition of the Llr ordered phase is quite different 
from those indicated in existing phase diagrams [2]. It is shown that the composition of aluminium in the y’ phase 
is approximately the same as vanadium whereas in the published phase diagrams, the composition of aluminium is 
higher than vanadium. The same result is obtained by numerical calculations using the microscopic mean field 
model. The higher concentration of vanadium in y’ precipitates than that shown in the existing phase diagram can 
be understood by taking into account the symmetry of the Llr and DO22 superstructures. The Llr structure is 
generated by the wave vector k=(OOl) while the DO22 superstructure is formed by two wave vectors k=(OOl) and 
k=(l%O). Previous theoretical study of the DO22 structure [l l] have shown that the first stage of phase 
transformation from disordered f.c.c. phase to ordered DO22 structure involves ordering with the wave vector 
k=(OOl), followed by the appearance of (0x1) wave. Therefore, a superstructure with the wave vector k=(OOl) 
provides a favourable environment for vanadium atoms. This explains the high concentration of vanadium atoms in 
the L12 precipitates. The DO22 superstructure does not exist in the Ni-Al system. Consequently, the aluminium 
concentration in DO22 is very small. Experimental and numerical calculations also show that the solubility limits of 
the disordered f.c.c. phase is also slightly different from those in the existing phase diagram. We found a higher 
ahtminium concentration in the disordered phase than that in the existing phase diagram. Since the aluminium atoms 
are replaced by the vanadium in the L12 structure, those aluminium atoms move to the disordered matrix. Phase 
equilibria between y and y’ phases in the Ni-rich portions of the NiAlX ternary systems were investigated between 
800°C and 1300°C by C.C. Jia et al [13]. It was shown, that in the case of Ni-Al-V system, the partition coefficient 
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ky’h= hr’/c,Y for the vanadium atoms is larger than 1, indicating higher vanadium concentration in y than 7’. The tie- 
lines at 1100°C are in good agreement with the isothermal section of the existing ternary phase diagram. However, 
at 8OO“C (fig. 2) they shown that the solubility limit of V(A1) in the y’ phase is larger (smaller) than the existing 
phase diagram indicates. This result shows a good agreement with our experimental data as well as numerical 
results. The agreement between the results from the 3DAP and numerical calculations indicated that the set of 
interaction parameters used in the mean-field model are reasonable in describing the thermodynamics of the NiAlV 
system at the temperatures of interest. 

Conclusions 

The isothermal section at 8OO“C Ni-rich comer of the ternary phase diagram in Ni-Al-V system has been 
studied using three dimensional atom probe analyses and numerical calculations based on microscopic mean field 
approach. Both techniques showed that the solubility limits of the coexisted phases are different from these given 
by published phase diagrams [2]. It is found that the concentration of vanadium and aluminium are similar in the 
L12 ordered phase while in the existing phase diagrams the vanadium concentration is lower. In the disordered 
phase, we found that the aluminium concentration is slightly higher than that in the existing phase diagram. 
However, the solubility limits of aluminium and vanadium in the DGrr ordered phases are similar to the existing 
phase diagram. 
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